Craps is one of the most exciting games on the casino ﬂoor. The Diamond Dice Center takes Craps to the next
level with automated, dealer assist, and video versions that give players a true, lifelike experience — just
like a live table game. Diamond Craps provides casinos, racinos, and gaminglounges an exciting new way to
attract new players and “roll” in more income.
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Why Diamond Craps?
Fifth-generation Diamond Craps features:
• A vibrating table with fast RFID dice detection
• Always-accurate RFID-ready dice
• A variety of betting options
• Lucky Shooter side bet
• An attractive player display with optional add-ons for drawing a crowd
• The industry’s only Power Meter

Side Bets elevate player action and
casino returns
Side Bets are popular with players and proﬁtable for the house as they enable the casino to lower the percentage
of return. Winnings can be determined by odds or by progressive wins. Diamond Craps oﬀers an exciting Side Bet
to keep players engaged:
• Lucky Shooter — Designed to improve the hold on the game, the object of Lucky Shooter is to establish an “Initial
Point”, roll “Five Other Box Numbers” in any order during the next ﬁve rolls, and then the “Initial Point” again on the
sixth roll. A Lucky Shooter bet can be placed only before a new “Come Out” roll. If a 7 or 11 is rolled, the game ends
and the bet remains in place for another roll. If a 2, 3 or 12 is rolled, the game ends and the bet loses. If a point is
established on the “Come Out” roll, the game ends when any number other than one of the “5 Other Box Numbers”
not already landed is rolled. If all “5 Other Box Numbers” are rolled, the game ends after the sixth, ﬁnal roll. Players
can win up to 1000 to 1.

Two ways to play
Diﬀerent jurisdictions often have diﬀerent regulations regarding the types of gaming operations allowed.
Diamond Craps oﬀers two modes of operation so you can comply with local standards:
• Automated — Automation has long been a driving force behind Interblock gaming devices. A fully automated,
full-featured version of Diamond Craps ﬁts neatly in any casino or gaming hall, and is especially useful in venues
where live, dealer-operated table games are not allowed.
• Dealer Assist — Diamond Dealer Assist Craps lets players place wagers through individual Play Stations, while the
game is conducted on an electronic dice shaker operated by a real, live croupier. The dealer assist version can also
be run using real dice (non-RFID) on a standard craps table with only the wagers and payouts being conducted at
the Play Station.
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